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Abstract Double Pushout graph transformation naturally facilitates
the modelling of chemical reactions: labelled undirected graphs model
molecules and direct derivations model chemical reactions. However, the
most straightforward modelling approach ignores the relative placement
of atoms and their neighbours in space. Stereoisomers of chemical compounds thus cannot be distinguished, even though their chemical activity may differ substantially. In this contribution we propose an extended
chemical graph transformation system with attributes that encode information about local geometry. The modelling approach is based on
the so-called “ordered list method”, where an order is imposed on the
set of incident edges of each vertex, and permutation groups determine
equivalence classes of orderings that correspond to the same local spatial embedding. This method has previously been used in the context of
graph transformation, but we here propose a framework that also allows
for partially specified stereoinformation. While there are several stereochemical configurations to be considered, we focus here on the tetrahedral
molecular shape, and suggest general principles for how to treat all other
chemically relevant local geometries. We illustrate our framework using
several chemical examples, including the enumeration of stereoisomers of
carbohydrates and the stereospecific reaction for the aconitase enzyme
in the citirc acid cycle.
Keywords: Double Pushout, Chemical Graph Transformation System,
Stereochemistry
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Introduction

Graph transformation systems have a long history in molecular biology [24].
Applications to chemical reaction systems have evolved from abstract artificial
chemistry models such as Fontana’s AlChemy [13,14] based on lambda calculus.
An early attempt at more realistic modelling of chemistry with graph transformation [6] and an early perspectives article [29] proposed a variety of potential
applications.
Although general graph transformation tools, such as AGG [26], have also
been used to implement models of chemical systems [10], there is one crucial aspect where chemistry differes from the usual setup in the graph transformation
literature. The latter focusses on rewriting a single (usually connected) graph,
thus yielding a traditional formal language. Chemical reactions, in contrast, usually involve multiple molecules; chemical graph transformations therefore operate on multisets of graphs to produce a chemical “space” or “universe” [4], see
also [17] for a similar construction in the context of DNA computing. With the
software package MØD [2] we have developed a versatile suite for working with
this type of transformation [5]. The packages handles composition of rules and
provides a domain specific language for graph language generation [3,4].
Mathematical models for molecular compounds may be specified at different levels of abstraction. At the coarsest, arithmetical level molecular formulas
describe only the number and type of constituent atoms; a finer topological
level uses graphs to determine the adjacencies between atoms; a further refinement also determines the (relative) spatial arrangement of atoms and thus the
molecule’s geometry. Stereoisomers, that is, molecules with the same topology
but different geometry, often have similar physical and chemical properties but
differ dramatically in their biological and pharmacological activity. A famous
example is the sedative thalidomide. The compound with the the German trade
name Contergan has a sedative effect. Its non-superposable mirror image (such
a pair of compounds is called enantiomorphic), however, causes severe birth defects. The stereospecific — and in particular enantioselective — synthesis of such
compounds is a very challenging task in practice. In order for a graph transformation model of chemistry to be useful in practical applications, it therefore
needs to be able to properly model stereoisomers and stereospecific chemical
reactions. This task is not made simpler by the fact that stereochemical terms
are often not well-defined in a mathematical sense [16].
To date, most chemical graph transformation models, with the notable exception is the hypergraph rewriting approach explored in [10], lack support for
stereochemistry. The chemical literature, however, has recognized early-on that
the ability to handle stereochemistry is a prerequisite for the practical applicability of computational models of chemistry: Already in the sixties of the last
century the “ordered list method” was introduced [20,28]. It exploits the representation of graphs as adjacency lists by using the ordering of the edge lists
to encode geometric information. Alternative approaches rely on transformation
of structures to larger, ordinary graphs that encode the stereochemical situations, e.g. [1] or aim at the encoding in the form of linear descriptions such as

SMILES [27] or CAST [25]. The chemical literature usually annotates local geometric information in terms of IUPAC nomenclature rules. For example, the
local geometry at a tetrahedral centre is determined as “R” or “S” depending
on a complex set of inherently non-local precedence rules for the four neighbours [8]. Such representation of geometric information is not designed to allow
the implementation of chemical reactions as local rewriting operations.
Here we advocate a strategy that differs in a conceptually important point
from [10]: Their hypergraph approach explicitly uses transformation rules to generate equivalent tetrahedral centres, which results in exponentially many graphs
(in the number of centres) representing the same molecule. Instead, we propose here to incorporate the symmetries that define equivalent local geometries
directly into the morphisms themselves. This also allows us to preserve the modelling principle that each graph is equivalent to just one molecule, and that each
direct direction is a proper chemical reaction. It is not in all reactions that the
(full) geometric information is relevant, and we therefore also introduce a hierarchy of local atom configurations that allows the representation of partially
known stereo-information, both in graphs and rules. This approach can be seen
as a special case of graph transformation with node inheritance [18], though we
opt for a more direct modelling approach, closer to a practical implementation,
where the inheritance is capture in an specialised algebra using principles from
term algebras.
We introduce stereochemistry and molecular shapes in Section 2, and in Section 3 we describe the graph model and transformation system with attributes
that encodes information about local geometry. We give several application examples in Section 4 and conclude with Section 5. In the Appendix we present
the code used for the application examples.

2

Molecular Shapes

The connectivity of molecules can be modelled trivially by undirected graphs,
but this ignores the relative placement of atoms and their neighbours in 3D
space. An intermediary view is to look locally at each atom and characterise the
shape that the incident bonds form. Each atom features (depending on its type)
a certain number of valence electrons. Part of these are shared with adjacent
atoms in the formation of chemical bonds, while others remain localized at their
atom and form so-called lone electron pairs. The Lewis diagram [19] of a molecule
describes the distribution of valence electrons into bonding electron pairs and
lone pairs. Backed by a grounding in quantum theory, the Gillespie-Nyholm theory, also called the Valence-Shell Electron-Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) theory [15],
then explains the local geometry in terms of Lewis formula by means of three
simple rules: (1) electron pairs repulse each other and thus attain a geometry
that maximizes their mutual angular distances; (2) double and triple bonds can
be treated like single bonds; and (3) lone electron pairs are treated like chemical
bonds. Changes in bond orders and/or the number of lone pairs therefore affect
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Figure 1: Depiction of the two stereoisomers of glyceraldehyde in 3D
(3D depictions from https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Organic_Chemistry/
Chirality) and in 2D with wedge/hash bond notation to indicate the 3D embedding. The broad end of a wedge (resp. hash) bond is placed above (resp.
below) the plane of drawing of the narrow end.

the geometry as part of a chemical reaction. The distinction between bonds and
lone pair allows the model to define fine-grained shapes, for example:

– The oxygen in a water molecule has 2 lone pairs and 2 incident bonds, giving
it the “bent” shape.
– The nitrogen in an ammonia molecule has 1 lone pair and 3 incident bonds,
giving it the “trigonal pyramidal” shape.
– The carbon in a methane molecule has no lone pairs and 4 incident bonds,
giving the “tetrahedral” shape.

In terms of the VSEPR theory, each of these three examples correspond to a
central atom with four neighbours, and the difference in shape arise from distinguishing bonds from lone pairs. Two atoms with the same sum of incident bonds
and lone pairs have the same intrinsic geometry, in this case as a tetrahedron
with the atom in the centre and the neighbours placed in the corners. In the
model we thus only consider the basic shapes, from which the “visible” geometry
of the molecule can be recovered by considering the lone pairs.
A comprehensive model of stereochemistry should include separate treatment
of each possible shape. In this contribution we focus on the tetrahedral shape
and the general modelling framework that also allows for partial specification
of stereo-information in transformation rules. Future extensions will then implement the remaining chemically relevant shapes.
Throughout the paper we use the depiction of tetrahedral shapes usually
) and hash (
) bonds are used to
used in chemistry, where wedge (
indicate their 3D embedding. In Fig. 1 this is illustrated on the two stereoisomers
of glyceraldehyde.
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Figure 2: Type graph for the basic molecule model, where each atom vertex and
bond edge are attributed with strings, that encode the atom type, charge, and
bond order.
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Figure 3: The extended type graph for representing stereochemistry. A new type
of vertex is introduced for the modelling of lone electron pairs, and a new atom
attribute is added for representing molecular shapes and embeddings into the
shapes. Each atom is only allowed to have 1 configuration, while it may have
multiple neighbouring lone pairs.

3
3.1

Model
Molecules as Typed Attributed Graphs

Molecules without stereochemical information can be modelled directly using
simple undirected graphs, with labels on vertices and edges. For extending this
model we recast the model described in [5] in terms of typed attributed graphs
(e.g., see [9]), which simply results in the type graph shown in Fig. 2. In the practical use of a chemical graph transformation system it is useful to enable/disable stereochemical information in different contexts. The stereochemical model
therefore only adds to the type graph of the basic model.
Not all combinations of atom types, charges, number of lone pairs, and shapes
are chemically valid. However, for simplicity we here present a general model for
describing local geometry, and leave out the details of checking for chemical
validity. The number of combinations is quite limited and in the end the check
can therefore be handled by a moderately sized lookup table.
For representing lone pairs we allow each atom to have additional neighbours
of type LonePair (see Fig. 3). In the following when we refer to the degree of
an atom and its neighbours we thus include the lone pairs. On a practical note,
we can simply represent the number of lone pairs at each atom, and adapt the
morphism algorithms accordingly.

Degree0
Degree1
Any

Linear
TrigonalPlanarSym

TrigonalPlanarFixed

TetrahedralSym

TetrahedralFixed

Figure 4: The category of shapes, CShape , used as a basis for encoding stereochemical configurations. Leaf objects correspond to actual molecular shapes while the
remaining objects provide a means for specifying partial stereo-information by
acting as “variable” shapes. In particular, the Any shape is the initial object that
acts as an unconstrained variable. The two trigonal planar shapes are shown only
as an example of how the category will be extended in the future. They are briefly
discussed in the concluding remarks.

Next we introduce a category of shapes CShape , where the objects and morphisms are explicitly defined, see Fig. 4. In principle we add an object for each
general shape described in the VSEPR theory, though here we focus on the
tetrahedral shape. We additionally introduce several “variable” shapes for more
expressive modelling of transformation rules, including the Any shape which is
the initial object of the category. This allows for the direct expression of (partially) unknown configurations, both in rules and in molecules.
In contrast to the “ordered list method” in [20,28] we do not modify the
underlying storage of the graph. Instead we store the neighbour ordering in a
Configuration attribute on each atom along with the geometric shape of the
atom. That is, a configuration is a pair hS, N i of a shape object S and an
ordered list of all neighbours of the atom N . Most shapes may only be assigned
to atoms of a specific degree (see below), e.g., the tetrahedral shape requires
the atom to have degree 4. As each configuration references the neighbours in
the graph, the definition of configuration morphisms requires an already valid
graph morphism, which we assume also to be injective due to the modelling of
chemistry [5]. Let m : G1 → G2 be such an injective typed graph morphism, with
respect to all attributes except for the configurations. For deciding whether m
is also valid when taking configurations into account, consider an atom vertex
u of G1 with configuration hS1 , N1 i, and its image v = m(u) with configuration
hS2 , N2 i. We first require that a shape morphism S1 → S2 exists. Then, from the
neighbour lists N1 = [u1 , u2 , . . . , ud1 ] and N2 = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vd2 ] create an index
map mI : {1, 2, . . . , d1 } → {1, 2, . . . , d2 } such that if m(ui ) = vj then mI (i) = j.
Each shape morphism S1 → S2 may now define additional constraints the index
map mI must fulfil (see Fig. 5 for an example). Though, for the current set of
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Nv = [v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ]
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Induced index map: mI = {1 7→ 3, 2 7→ 2, 3 7→ 1, 4 7→ 4} = (1 3)(2)(4)

Figure 5: Example of a graph morphism, which is not a valid stereo morphism.
The two vertices u, v both have the TetrahedralFixed shape, and the indicated neighbour lists Nu and Nv . A graph morphism m is given, indicated
by the dashed, red arrows and with m(u) = v. This induces the index map
mI = {1 7→ 3, 2 7→ 2, 3 7→ 1, 4 7→ 4}, i.e., the permutation (1 3)(2)(4). As
this permutation does not describe a symmetry of a tetrahedron, following our
encoding convention, the graph morphism is not a valid stereo morphism.

shapes only morphisms among configurations with TetrahedralFixed shape
has additional constraints.
In the following we describe intended semantics, degree constraints, and index
map constraints of each shape.
The TetrahedralFixed Shape can only be attached to atoms of degree 4. We
interpret a neighbour list [v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ] geometrically in the following manner:
the neighbours are placed in the corners of a regular tetrahedron, and v is placed
in the centre. When looking from v1 towards v, the neighbours v2 , v3 , v4 appear in
counter-clockwise order. With this encoding the symmetries of a tetrahedron can
be expressed as the permutation group generated by h(1)(2 3 4), (1 2)(3 4)i acting
on the neighbour list, corresponding to the alternating group on 4 elements as
expected. A morphism from one TetrahedralFixed configuration to another
thus requires the index map to be a permutation from this group. In Fig. 5 an
example of a graph morphism that does not meet this requirement is shown.
The TetrahedralSym Shape. In some cases the specific embedding of an atom
in tetrahedral shape is unknown, and in some cases it is beneficial to be able to
match both possible tetrahedral embeddings. We therefore introduce this shape
that also requires atom degree 4, has the geometric shape of a tetrahedron, but
with no particular assignment of neighbours to the corners. The symmetries of
the neighbours are therefore the complete symmetric group on 4 elements. As it
has a morphism to the TetrahedralFixed shape it can be used as a restricted
“variable” in transformation rules.
The Any Shape has no degree constraints, and all neighbour lists are equivalent.
It is the initial object of the shape category, and can therefore be used as an
unrestricted “variable” in transformation rules.

The Degree0, Degree1, and Linear Shapes require degree 0, 1, and 2, resp.,
of the atoms they are attached to. Geometrically, an atom with the Linear
shape is located on the line between its two neighbours.

3.2

Transformation Rules and Derivations
l

r

For a DPO transformation rule p = (L ←
− K −
→ R) we already require l and
r to be graph monomorphisms. In the extension to stereochemical information,
we require them to be isomorphisms on the configuration attributes. That is,
either an atom has no configuration attribute in K, or it has the same attribute
in L, K, and R. The top span of Fig. 6 shows an example rule where the change
of configuration is combined with partial stereo-information. As configurations
contain lists of neighbours in the graph, the isomorphism requirement for configurations implies that only atoms of K where all incident edges also are in K
can have a configuration attribute. From the perspective of modelling chemistry
this means that when bonds are broken or formed, one must be explicit about
the change of molecular shape for the incident atoms.
In rule application the configurations with non-leaf shapes (see Fig. 4) act
as unnamed variables, similar to transformation with term attributes described
l
r
in [9]. That is, in the transformation of a graph G with a rule p = (L ←
−K−
→ R),
the match morphism m : L → G implicitly determines an assignment of configurations such that substitution yields isomorphic configurations. This is illustrated
with both vertex 0 and 1 in the direct derivation shown in Fig. 6. Vertex 1 has
an Any configuration in L, and is being assigned to a TetrahedralSym configuration through m. As it also has this configuration in K and R, the pushout
requirements preserve the TetrahedralSym configuration through D to H.
Vertex 0 has a TetrahedralSym configuration in L, which is being assigned
to a TetrahedralFixed configuration. However, the vertex has no configuration in K, and a new TetrahedralSym configuration is added in R. The rule
therefore effectively matches any tetrahedron to vertex 0 and generalizes it to a
TetrahedralSym.

4

Application Examples

We have extended the graph transformation system of MØD [5,2] with the model
for stereochemistry. Morphisms are found using the VF2 algorithm [7], where
shape morphisms are checked during matching. Index map constraints require
the complete neighbourhood of a vertex to be mapped to the host graph. For
simplicity this check is deferred to after a total morphism has been found.
In the following we illustrate the use of the modelling framework. The code
for each example can be found in the appendix, and can be experimented with
in the live version of MØD at http://mod.imada.sdu.dk/playground.html.
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Figure 6: A direct derivation with explicitly annotated configuration data. Vertex
0 and 1 have variable configurations with TetrahedralSym and Any shape,
such that they can match more specialised configurations. As vertex 1 also has a
configuration in K, its assigned TetrahedralSym configuration in G is transferred to D and H as well. The configuration on vertex 0 is on the other hand
being deleted and replaced with a new configuration in R. The original TetrahedralFixed configuration in G is therefore replaced accordingly.
4.1

Stereospecific Aconitase

One of the central metabolic pathways is the citric acid cycle, which contains a
reaction that converts the molecule citrate into isocitrate. This reaction, facilitated by the aconitase enzyme, is stereospecific which means that it only produces D-isocitrate and not the stereoisomer L-isocitrate. While the modelling of
this reaction as a transformation rule can be done in the hypergraph approach
described in [10], the present approach also allows us to generalize the rule to be
applicable to molecules other than isocitrate, that share the same context. This
is shown in Fig. 7 where a generalized rule for aconitase is shown being applied
to citrate and water.
4.2

Generation of Stereoisomers

Tartaric acid is the most important chemical compound for the discovery of the
concept of chirality. Tartaric acid has three stereoisomers, two are chiral (i.e.,
their mirror image is non-superposable) and one is achiral (i.e., it equals its
mirror image). The crystal structure of the double salt of the stereoisomers of
tartaric acid (potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate) was analysed by Louis
Pasteur. He performed a morphological analysis and analysed the shapes of
the different macroscopic crystals. The macroscopic (non-)superposability of the
idealised shape of the crystals established the existence of molecular chirality [12].
We use the tartaric acid molecule here as an example to illustrate how all
stereoisomers with partial and fully specified stereoinformation can be inferred
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Figure 7: Illustration of a generalized transformation rule for the aconitase enzyme, used in the citric acid cycle, applied to a citrate and water molecule.
The reaction is stereospecific, and results therefore in D-isocitrate but not Lisocitrate. In the left side the two central carbon atoms have the TetrahedralSym shape, in order to match any tetrahedral, while in the right side they
both have the more specialized TetrahedralFixed shape with a specific embedding.

in the rule-based framework. This is accomplished by repeated application of the
rule shown in Fig. 8. As the central atom has TetrahedralSym shape it can
be used to either fixate the tetrahedral embedding or change an existing one.
We here also extend the ordinary atom labels to include the special unnamed
variable label ‘*’ that can be assigned any other atom label during matching.
Fig. 9 shows the result of repeatedly applying the rule to a model of tartaric
acid without fully specified stereo-information. We see that the 3 stereoisomers,
L- and meso-tataric acid, in addition to the naturally occurring form D-tartaric
acid are generated as expected.
While it is not too difficult to manually derive the stereoisomers of tartaric
acid, the task quickly becomes complicated and error prone for larger molecules.
Enumeration of (i.e., explicitly creating all) and counting molecules has been providing a fertile ground for developments in graph theory, combinatorics, chemistry and the intersecting research fields since the nineteenth century. Many
counting problems in chemistry have been solved by the Pólya Theory of Counting [23,21]. Based on the automorphism group of a molecular graph its cycle
index is inferred. The cycle index is used to infer a generating function for which
the coefficients correspond to the number of isomers (for an introduction, e.g.,
see [11]). When applying the theory to stereochemical compounds, considering
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Figure 8: A generic rule that either fixates or changes the embedding of a tetrahedral atom. Each vertex is annotated explicitly with the configuration data,
and the asterisks ∗ are unnamed variable labels that match any atom label.

the order of incident edges of atoms can lead to a non-trivial compensation of
stereoisomers (see [22] for an in-depth discussion from a combinatorial point of
view). An example is shown in Fig. 10, where a central tetrahedral carbon atom
(adjacent to the nitrogen atom) has two graph-isomorphic subtrees attached, i.e.,
they are isomorphic if the stereo information is ignored. If two different tetrahedral embeddings are added to the subtree carbons, then the central carbon
atom can have only one tetrahedral embedding up to isomorphism (the outer
graphs of Fig. 10). On the other hand, when two different embeddings are on the
subtree carbons, then only two further stereoisomers exist (the inner graphs);
one for each of the embeddings on the central carbon. This kind of compensation of such stereoisomers has been thoroughly analysed for specific molecular
classes (e.g. tree-like structures with single bonds only) in literature. However,
our framework allows not only for enumeration of stereoisomers, but also for
a rigorous modelling of chemical and biochemical pathways with complete or
partial stereoinformation attached.

5

Concluding Remarks

We have presented a model of molecules based on typed attributed graphs that
include the representation of local molecular shapes. The model is inspired by
previous work on molecule representation, e.g., the ordered list method from
chemistry and the hypergraph approach from graph transformation. We have
extended it here to allow a partial specification of stereochemical information.
This both allows for partially assigning geometric information to molecules, but
more importantly provides a more expressive framework for describing classes
of reactions as graph transformation rules. The presented model additionally
includes the possibility to represent lone electron pairs, which in some cases give
rise to multiple stereoisomers. We have implemented the model as an extension
of the chemical graph transformation system in the MØD software package. The
extension is being prepared for release in an upcoming version of MØD.
Additional Shapes. The trigonal planar shape is another important shape in
biochemistry, which gives rise to cis-trans isomerism in conjunction with incident
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Figure 9: The language of tartaric acid stereoisomers including isomers with generalized stereo configurations, starting from a model without specified tetrahedral embeddings (the graph on top). Each arrow represents a direct derivation
using the rule shown in Fig. 8. As it matches any tetrahedral configuration, it also
results in identity derivations for molecules already with a TetrahedralFixed
atom. The bottom three graphs, D-, L-, and meso-tartaric acid, are models with
fully specified embeddings, and are therefore the proper stereoisomers. The two
graphs in the middle only have a tetrahedral embedding fixated on one of the
two central carbon atoms, while the other still has TetrahedralSym shape.

double or aromatic bonds. In this shape an atom is coplanar with its required 3
neighbours. In Fig. 4 we have shown how this shape can be added to the shape
category. Like the TetrahedralFixed shape, it has associated constraints on
index maps induced by graph morphisms. In addition the trigonal planar shape
will also require non-local checks of morphisms to ensure consistency of the halfplanes implicitly defined by the neighbour lists.
Shapes that require more than 4 neighbours are uncommon in biochemistry,
although the trigonal bipyramid plays a role in phosphorus chemistry. Preliminary investigations suggest that all other chemically relevant local geometries
can also be defined in the framework laid out in this contribution.
The embedding of a graph in the plane (or any surface) can be represented
by locally imposing a cyclic order on the incident edges at each vertex, also
called a rotation system. The semantics of this encoding is similar to that of
the trigonal planar shape. The same techniques thus are applicable to defining
a transformation system for graphs with an associated embedding.
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Figure 10: The language of all proper stereoisomers for an abbreviated molecule,
using the rule shown in Fig. 8. As with the tartaric acid example (Fig. 9) the
rule can result in identity derivations. All three carbon atoms have TetrahedralFixed shape.
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A

Code Examples

The following code shows how to use the stereochemical extension of MØD,
in the context of the three application examples. The code is also available
as modifiable scripts in the live version of the software, accessible at http:
//mod.imada.sdu.dk/playground.html.
A.1

Stereospecific Aconitase

Executing the following code creates the figures for Fig. 7.
water = smiles ( " O " , " H_2O " )
cit = smiles ( " C ( C (= O ) O ) C ( CC (= O ) O )( C (= O ) O ) O " , name = " Cit " )
d_icit = smiles ( " C ([ C@@H ]([ C@H ]( C (= O ) O ) O ) C (= O ) O ) C (= O ) O " , name = "D - ICit " )
aconitase = ruleGMLString ( """ rule [
left [
# the dehydrated water
edge [ source 1 target 100 label " -" ]
edge [ source 2 target 102 label " -" ]
# the hydrated water
edge [ source 200 target 202 label " -" ]
]
context [
node [ id 1 label " C " ]
edge [ source 1 target 2 label " -" ] # goes from - to = to node [ id 2 label " C " ]
# the dehydrated water
node [ id 100 label " O " ]
node [ id 101 label " H " ]
node [ id 102 label " H " ]
edge [ source 100 target 101 label " -" ]
# the hydrated water
node [ id 200 label " O " ]
node [ id 201 label " H " ]
node [ id 202 label " H " ]
edge [ source 200 target 201 label " -" ]
# dehydrated C neighbours
node [ id 1000 label " C " ]
node [ id 1010 label " O " ]
node [ id 1001 label " C " ]
edge [ source 1 target 1000 label " -" ]
edge [ source 1000 target 1010 label " -" ]
edge [ source 1 target 1001 label " -" ]
# hydrated C neighbours
node [ id 2000 label " C " ]
node [ id 2001 label " H " ]
edge [ source 2 target 2000 label " -" ]
edge [ source 2 target 2001 label " -" ]
]
right [
# The '! ' in the end changes it from Tetra hedral Sym to
# TetrahedralFixed
node [ id 1 stereo " tetrahedral [1000 , 1001 , 202 , 2]!" ]
node [ id 2 stereo " tetrahedral [200 , 1 , 2000 , 2001]!" ]
# the dehydrated water
edge [ source 100 target 102 label " -" ]
# the hydrated water
edge [ source 1 target 202 label " -" ]
edge [ source 2 target 200 label " -" ]
]
] """ )
dg = dgRuleComp ( inputGraphs , addSubset ( cit , water ) >> aconitase ,
# seldctino of attributes and morphisms for matching
labelSettings = LabelSettings (
# use terms as labels , instead of strings
LabelType . Term ,
# term morphisms may be s pe ci a li s at io n s
LabelRelation . Specialisation ,
# use stereo information ,
# with spe cialis ation in the morphisms
LabelRelation . Spe cialis ation )
)
dg . calc ()
for e in dg . edges :
p = GraphPrinter ()
p . withColour = True
e . print (p , matchColour = " Maroon " )

A.2

Stereoisomers of Tartaric Acid

Executing the following code creates the figures for Fig. 8 Fig. 9.
smiles ( " C ( C ( C (= O ) O ) O )( C (= O ) O ) O " , name = " Tartaric acid " )
smiles ( " [ C@@H ]([ C@H ]( C (= O ) O ) O )( C (= O ) O ) O " , name = "L - tartaric acid " )
smiles ( " [ C@H ]([ C@@H ]( C (= O ) O ) O )( C (= O ) O ) O " , name = "D - tartaric acid " )
smiles ( " [ C@@H ]([ C@@H ]( C (= O ) O ) O )( C (= O ) O ) O " , name = " Meso - tartaric acid " )
change = ruleGMLString ( """ rule [
left
[
node [ id 0 stereo " tetrahedral " ]
]
context [
node [ id 0 label "*" ]
node [ id 1 label "*" ]
node [ id 2 label "*" ]
node [ id 3 label "*" ]
node [ id 4 label "*" ]
edge [ source 0 target 1 label " -" ]
edge [ source 0 target 2 label " -" ]
edge [ source 0 target 3 label " -" ]
edge [ source 0 target 4 label " -" ]
]
right
[
node [ id 0 stereo " tetrahedral [1 , 2 , 3 , 4]!" ]
]
] """ )
dg = dgRuleComp ( inputGraphs , addSubset ( inputGraphs ) >> repeat ( change ) ,
# seldctino of attributes and morphisms for matching
labelSettings = LabelSettings (
# use terms as labels , instead of strings
LabelType . Term ,
# term morphisms may be s pe ci a li s at io n s
LabelRelation . Specialisation ,
# use stereo information ,
# with spe cialis ation in the morphisms
LabelRelation . Spe cialis ation )
)
dg . calc ()
p = GraphPrinter ()
p . setMolDefault ()
p . w i t h P r e t t y S t e r e o = True
change . print ( p )
p = DGPrinter ()
p . withRuleName = True
p . withRuleId = False
dg . print ( p )

A.3

Non-trivial Stereoisomers

Executing the following code creates the figures for Fig. 8 and Fig. 10.
g = smiles ( " [ N ][ C@ ]([ O ])([ C@ ]([ S ])([ P ])([ O ]))([ C@ ]([ S ])([ P ])([ O ])) " )
change = ruleGMLString ( """ rule [
left
[
node [ id 0 stereo " tetrahedral " ]
]
context [
node [ id 0 label "*" ]
node [ id 1 label "*" ]
node [ id 2 label "*" ]
node [ id 3 label "*" ]
node [ id 4 label "*" ]
edge [ source 0 target 1 label " -" ]
edge [ source 0 target 2 label " -" ]
edge [ source 0 target 3 label " -" ]
edge [ source 0 target 4 label " -" ]
]
right
[
node [ id 0 stereo " tetrahedral [1 , 2 , 3 , 4]!" ]
]
] """ )
dg = dgRuleComp ( inputGraphs , addSubset ( inputGraphs ) >> repeat ( change ) ,
# seldctino of attributes and morphisms for matching
labelSettings = LabelSettings (
# use terms as labels , instead of strings
LabelType . Term ,
# term morphisms may be s pe ci a li s at io n s
LabelRelation . Specialisation ,
# use stereo information ,
# with spe cialis ation in the morphisms
LabelRelation . Spe cialis ation )
)
dg . calc ()
p = GraphPrinter ()
p . setMolDefault ()
p . w i t h P r e t t y S t e r e o = True
change . print ( p )
p = DGPrinter ()
p . withRuleName = True
p . withRuleId = False
dg . print ( p )

